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 Q. You talked about harvesting cost at $15-29/cubic meter, what would it have 
 cost if they had went in and just mowed it down? 
 
 A. Costing is a really subjective process and I use a process that is a standard 
 theory...the numbers that I gave you I don’t really want to compare (because it is 
 so subjective).  
 
 Q. So as an example in trial one where…and hand processed, did that operator 
 make money on that job? 
 
 A. Yes he actually did make money but that was not his priority. In reality I don’t 
 think that you could put that operation into production but it points out that at the 
 far end of the spectrum you can accomplish it, you can protect it.  
 
 Comment/Q– My take home message is that there is a long-term gain by that 
 short-term cost. Do you think that we will be able to accomplish this? 
 
 A. A lot of the licensees are saying this is a great idea but make it so we can afford 
 to do it. They can’t do it at a loss. 
 
 Comment– This goes back to the tenure system, you have a short-term cost by 
 the licensee and a long-term gain by the province so if there is value in the people 
 of the province then recognize that in the adjustment bill, but we (licensees) can’t 
 wait around 10-15 years to balance that money. 
 
 Speaker comment– Speaker talks about the realities of harvesting. Blocks that 
 are not supposed to be harvested get harvested and vice versa when dealing with 
 lodgepole pine. Eg. Licensee says they are not going to harvest an area because 
 has too much non-pine but when you actually go out and check sometime they 
 have  been harvested. 
 
 Comment– One habit for understory retention is to help the understory because 
 it can often be infected with such things as rust or mistletoe so I am not sure if this 
 was the case in your block? 
 
 Comment– Yes this was a big part of it…..speaker talks about an example on a 
 particular block….so in this case this would not make a good candidate for the mid-
 term timber supply and maybe in this case it would fare better to burn it. You have 
 to look at the growth and condition of the tree. 
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